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manually port your code from linux and compile for windows using microsoft c

msvc this involves refactoring platform independent code into separate libraries

and then re writing the linux specific code to use windows specific code for

example win32 or directx apis on windows many applications use net libraries for

which there is only limited support on unix systems some unix applications rely on

linux specific features such as systemd proc kms cgroups namespaces this limits

portability even among unix systems linux bsd systems mac os x beginning in

insider build 17063 you ll be able to use the unix socket af unix address family on

windows to communicate between win32 processes unix sockets allow inter

process communication ipc between processes on the same machine the function

name function is a microsoft specific extension to the windows sockets 2 api this

section provides information about porting berkeley bsd unix socket applications to

winsock socket data type select fd set and fd xxx macros this tutorial shows how

to port a simple windows application to linux by creating a linux configuration in a

visual studio project with visualgdb before we begin ensure that visualgdb 4 0 or

later is installed i have one application which has been developed on linux gcc

based i need to port the entire application to windows can you suggest me which

tool interface should choose to build the environment the following is an overview

of the topics covered windows concepts on page 3 discusses differences between

the windows and unix platforms the porting process on page 29 outlines the

process of porting a unix application to the ptc nutcracker platform in this tutorial
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you have learned to install and configure the linux sudo windows port in

powershell with sudo installed you can now effortlessly execute administrative

commands from your regular user shell eliminating the need to restart as an

administrator cygwin32 is a full featured win32 porting layer for unix applications

compatible with all win32 hosts currently microsoft windows nt windows 95 and

windows 98 it was invented in 1995 by cygnus solutions as part of the answer to

the question of how to port the gnu development tools to the win32 host uwin

contains nearly all the x open release 4 3 headers interfaces and commands an

earlier paper on porting to windows nt 4 describes alternative porting strategies

and presents some performance results for uwin in order for a port to be open it

must have a process listening on it and an accessible path by which remote

systems can access it firewalls and nat often block packets addressed to specific

ports but they do not affect whether the port is actually open it provides both a

development toolkit winelib for porting windows sources to unix and a program

loader allowing unmodified windows binaries to run under intel unixes such as

linux freebsd and solaris i spoke with a number of intergraph s key developers

about porting software from unix to nt in general they consider the nt platform to

be stable and superior to unix in many respects including the availability of

development tools especially visual c six basic strategies can be employed to port

existing unix based applications to windows nt the first strategy is to rewrite the

code using the win32 api this strategy makes sense if there are no requirements

to continue to run on a unix system otherwise this strategy will either require two

sets of source which will most likely be too porting of windows written unix scripts

to unix platform can anybody help me in finding out a solution for the problem

below when we write unix or sh files in windows os and port them to unix

platforms there is a character m inserted at the end of each line of the script file
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quick reference for the unix and windows ports command line options usage

micropython h i o level v x option c command m module script args invocation

options c command runs the code in command the code can be one or more

python statements m module runs the module module manually port your code

from linux and compile for windows using microsoft c msvc this involves

refactoring platform independent code into separate libraries and then re writing

the linux specific code to use windows specific code for example win32 or directx

apis navigate to settings from the general tab select use wsl 2 based engine if you

have installed docker desktop on a system that supports wsl 2 this option is

turned on by default select apply restart now docker commands work from

windows using the new wsl 2 engine tip i m looking for help porting this windows

tool to unix mac osx oxyron de html netdrive01src zip first off i d like to know if

anyone could take a moment to have a quick look at the small source code if it s

a reasonably straight forward task add the ip address or dns name of your linux

computer in the host name field and enter 22 in the port number field enter you

user name and password for the linux computer and then click the login button at

the bottom of the winscp window verify that you are authenticated to the linux

computer



running linux programs on windows microsoft learn

May 18 2024

manually port your code from linux and compile for windows using microsoft c

msvc this involves refactoring platform independent code into separate libraries

and then re writing the linux specific code to use windows specific code for

example win32 or directx apis

how does porting between linux and windows work Apr

17 2024

on windows many applications use net libraries for which there is only limited

support on unix systems some unix applications rely on linux specific features

such as systemd proc kms cgroups namespaces this limits portability even among

unix systems linux bsd systems mac os x

af unix comes to windows windows command line Mar

16 2024

beginning in insider build 17063 you ll be able to use the unix socket af unix

address family on windows to communicate between win32 processes unix

sockets allow inter process communication ipc between processes on the same

machine



porting socket applications to winsock win32 apps

Feb 15 2024

the function name function is a microsoft specific extension to the windows

sockets 2 api this section provides information about porting berkeley bsd unix

socket applications to winsock socket data type select fd set and fd xxx macros

porting a windows app to linux with visual studio Jan

14 2024

this tutorial shows how to port a simple windows application to linux by creating a

linux configuration in a visual studio project with visualgdb before we begin ensure

that visualgdb 4 0 or later is installed

porting an application from linux to windows stack

overflow Dec 13 2023

i have one application which has been developed on linux gcc based i need to

port the entire application to windows can you suggest me which tool interface

should choose to build the environment

unix to windows porting guide introduction Nov 12

2023

the following is an overview of the topics covered windows concepts on page 3



discusses differences between the windows and unix platforms the porting

process on page 29 outlines the process of porting a unix application to the ptc

nutcracker platform

how to integrate the linux sudo windows port and

powershell Oct 11 2023

in this tutorial you have learned to install and configure the linux sudo windows

port in powershell with sudo installed you can now effortlessly execute

administrative commands from your regular user shell eliminating the need to

restart as an administrator

cygwin32 a free unix porting layer for win32 usenix

Sep 10 2023

cygwin32 is a full featured win32 porting layer for unix applications compatible

with all win32 hosts currently microsoft windows nt windows 95 and windows 98 it

was invented in 1995 by cygnus solutions as part of the answer to the question of

how to port the gnu development tools to the win32 host

uwin unix for windows usenix Aug 09 2023

uwin contains nearly all the x open release 4 3 headers interfaces and commands

an earlier paper on porting to windows nt 4 describes alternative porting strategies

and presents some performance results for uwin



firewall ports in linux vs windows super user Jul 08

2023

in order for a port to be open it must have a process listening on it and an

accessible path by which remote systems can access it firewalls and nat often

block packets addressed to specific ports but they do not affect whether the port

is actually open

unix porting emulators Jun 07 2023

it provides both a development toolkit winelib for porting windows sources to unix

and a program loader allowing unmodified windows binaries to run under intel

unixes such as linux freebsd and solaris

porting from unix to nt itprotoday com May 06 2023

i spoke with a number of intergraph s key developers about porting software from

unix to nt in general they consider the nt platform to be stable and superior to unix

in many respects including the availability of development tools especially visual c

porting unix to windows nt nick u Apr 05 2023

six basic strategies can be employed to port existing unix based applications to

windows nt the first strategy is to rewrite the code using the win32 api this

strategy makes sense if there are no requirements to continue to run on a unix

system otherwise this strategy will either require two sets of source which will

most likely be too



porting of windows written unix scripts to unix

platform Mar 04 2023

porting of windows written unix scripts to unix platform can anybody help me in

finding out a solution for the problem below when we write unix or sh files in

windows os and port them to unix platforms there is a character m inserted at the

end of each line of the script file

quick reference for the unix and windows ports

micropython Feb 03 2023

quick reference for the unix and windows ports command line options usage

micropython h i o level v x option c command m module script args invocation

options c command runs the code in command the code can be one or more

python statements m module runs the module module

mks toolkit unix windows porting guide pdf exmon01

Jan 02 2023

manually port your code from linux and compile for windows using microsoft c

msvc this involves refactoring platform independent code into separate libraries

and then re writing the linux specific code to use windows specific code for

example win32 or directx apis



docker desktop wsl 2 backend on windows docker

docs Dec 01 2022

navigate to settings from the general tab select use wsl 2 based engine if you

have installed docker desktop on a system that supports wsl 2 this option is

turned on by default select apply restart now docker commands work from

windows using the new wsl 2 engine tip

windows need help porting win32 c to unix stack

overflow Oct 31 2022

i m looking for help porting this windows tool to unix mac osx oxyron de html

netdrive01src zip first off i d like to know if anyone could take a moment to have a

quick look at the small source code if it s a reasonably straight forward task

transfer files and folders from windows to linux with

winscp Sep 29 2022

add the ip address or dns name of your linux computer in the host name field and

enter 22 in the port number field enter you user name and password for the linux

computer and then click the login button at the bottom of the winscp window verify

that you are authenticated to the linux computer
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